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Zoe The God Kind Of
The heroes of Netflix’s animated saga Maya and the Three have seen some shit. The epic story, based on Mesoamerican myths and streamlined into a hero’s journey adventure, follows warrior princess Maya ...
Zoe Saldaña says she wants projects like Netflix’s Maya and the Three to be her legacy
Momoa has written kind words about Kravitz's casting in the past, and he took to Instagram to celebrate her once again after the new trailer for The Batman dropped. In the post, he also praises ...
Jason Momoa Praises Step-Daughter Zoe Kravitz After Release of The Batman Trailer
The new miniseries’s creator breaks down its unique blend of Mesoamerican history, Latin American culture, and Lord of the Rings–inspired mythology.
How Maya and the Three’s Jorge R. Gutiérrez Crafted a New Kind of Fantasy Epic
The cast members join writer/director Jorge R. Gutiérrez and animator/designer Sandra Equihua to discuss the epic adventure series.
Zoe Saldaña talks ‘Maya and the Three’
As he did last year for the first trailer of his highly anticipated film, The Batman director Matt Reeves has released a 4K version of the second trailer for his film, a huge upgrade in visual ...
The Batman Director Releases New DC FanDome Trailer in 4K
The trailer of Robert Pattinson-starrer upcoming superhero movie ‘The Batman’ was released at the DC FanDome event.
The Batman Trailer OUT: Robert Pattinson As The Tortured Cape Crusader Will Blow Your Mind-WATCH
Kind of like [Rob and Zoe Kravitz did], Rob did first by himself ... That moment for me, that was when I was like ‘Oh my god,” it is so you. I remember you saying afterwards to me, ‘I ...
Robert Pattinson Wore A Different Batman’s Suit For His Screen Test, And We Want To See It
Gutiérrez’s animated series, starring Zoe Saldana, chronicles the adventures ... King Teca vows to protect Maya and declares war on the gods. What happens next is an engaging and twisting ...
Netflix’s ‘Maya and the Three’: TV Review
But on the day of her quinceañera, a messenger from the underworld tells her that she is to be sacrificed to the God of War. Her family and kingdom rally around her, but after a devastating battle ...
‘Maya and the Three’ Review: Zoe Saldana Voices a Fierce Latina Heroine in Animated Netflix Series
A mum-of-one was left feeling "scared" as she walked for over a mile after cabs refused to take her home. Zoe Wilson had been to a family dinner on Saturday October 16 and went for a drink afterwards ...
Mum of one 'scared' after black cabs refuse to take her home
follows Eagle warrior princess Maya of Teca (voiced by Zoe Saldana) as she teams up with three warriors from neighboring kingdoms to trek into the underworld and battle against sinister gods.
Inside the Mesoamerican Influences That Inspired the Look of Jorge Gutierrez’s ‘Maya and the Three’
I haven’t played a video game in years, but something about its dense, colorful world of mythic gods and warriors makes ... princess named Maya (voiced by Zoe Saldana) resisting her parents ...
Netflix’s ‘Maya and the Three’ Finds Epic New Ways Into Familiar Fairytales: TV Review
For the second year in a row, The Batman was the centerpiece of DC FanDome, the online convention celebrating all things DC. The new The Batman trailer closed things out Saturday, with filmmaker Matt ...
‘The Batman’ Trailer Closes Out DC FanDome Following Looks at ‘The Flash,’ ‘Aquaman’ 2′
Fans got a lot of cool new content over the weekend out of the virtual DC FanDome event. Some of the most awesome stuff we got to see was from the stars and sets of movies like The Flash , Black Adam ...
Awesome Behind the Scenes Featurette for THE BATMAN
“It wasn’t that kind of ‘Excuse me ... “Do you think he’s wearing headphones and he can’t even hear us?” “Oh God, no. That was my best indignation.” “I didn’t see anything ...
Where did I find the rudest jogger ever? In a new development for the super-rich
Art Wilson, 90, a Reno native and lifelong Comstock-area miner and businessman, was laid to rest at the Lone Mountain Cemetery in Carson City. Prior to the burial, Art’s friends and family filled the ...
Celebrating the productive life of Art Wilson
“He wants to inflect his kind of justice. He’s just compelled to do it. There is no other option.” Director Reeves stated in April 2020 that fans should not expect to see a young, orphaned ...
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